
BERLIN: Tesla CEO Elon Musk danced with joy at
the inauguration of his “gigafactory” electric car
plant near Berlin on Tuesday, shrugging off two
years of bureaucracy and delays to watch cus-
tomers drive off with the first Model Y vehicles
made in Europe.

“Danke Deutschland!” (Thank you, Germany)
Musk tweeted after the red ribbon ceremony,
where he joined workers in applauding the first 30
drivers to get behind the wheel of their new cars.

The US billionaire even broke into a little dance
during the handovers, reviving memories of the slight-
ly awkward jig he did at a launch event in Shanghai in
2020 that lit up the internet. The factory opening caps
an arduous two-year approval and construction
process that saw Tesla run into a series of administra-
tive and legal hurdles, including complaints from
locals about the site’s environmental impact.

Having started construction at its own risk, Tesla
finally won the formal go-ahead from regional
authorities to begin production earlier this month.

The “gigafactory” in Gruenheide, in Germany’s east-
ern state of Brandenburg, is Tesla’s first production
site in Europe and local officials are hoping it will
help the region position itself as a hub for electric
vehicle production. The Californian company aims
eventually to employ some 12,000 workers at the
site who will churn out around 500,000 Model Y
cars annually, the firm’s all-electric, compact SUVs.

“We are extremely confident that the world can
transition to a sustainable energy future with the
combination of solar, wind, plus battery storage
and electric vehicles,” Musk said in a speech at the
ceremony. “I really want to assure everyone that
you can have hope in the future, you should have
hope in the future,” he added.

‘New era’ 
Tesla’s arrival is expected to jolt Germany’s flag-

ship car industry, setting the stage for fierce com-
petition with rivals Volkswagen, BMW and
Mercedes-Benz as they pivot from traditional

engines to cleaner electric vehicles. “The new era in
the auto industry has now arrived in Germany,”
said analyst Ferdinand Dudenhoeffer from the
Center for Automotive Research.

Tesla’s focus on Europe comes as the continent
grapples with sky-high energy costs that have sent
petrol prices soaring, prompting some drivers to
take a closer look at electric alternatives.

The “Giga Berlin-Brandenburg” is “one of the
biggest strategic endeavors for Tesla over the last
decade and should further vault its market share
within Europe over the coming years as more con-
sumers aggressively head down the EV path,” ana-
lysts at investment firm Wedbush said. But Tesla
has not been spared the pain from shortages of key
materials and supply chain disruptions, linked in
part to Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, that are also
plaguing other carmakers.

Musk tweeted last week that the company was
seeing “significant recent inflation pressure” in raw
materials and logistics.

Away from Russian oil 
Economy Minister Robert Habeck, who attended

Tuesday’s inauguration along with Chancellor Olaf
Scholz, said it was “a special day for Germany’s
mobility transformation”.

In a nod to efforts to reduce rel iance on
Russian energy, Habeck said electric cars took
Germany “one step further away from oil imports”.
He also called for more “Tesla speed” in other
infrastructure projects, including the expansion of
renewable energies.

Although Musk was frequently frustrated by the
red tape that slowed down his Gruenheide plans, by
German standards the factory was up and running
in record time.

The inauguration was not universally welcomed,
however, with environmental campaigners protest-
ing near the site. Among their demands was a call
for better and free public transport instead of “yet
more cars”, said spokeswoman Lou Winters from
the Sand in the Gears environmental group. —AFP

ABK concludes training 
program in partnership 
with Euromoney
KUWAIT: Al-Ahli Bank of
Kuwait (ABK) successfully
concluded a comprehen-
sive series of Relationship
Management (RM) and
Credit Skills training pro-
grams for its staff in part-
nership with Euromoney
Learning. 

More than 25 ABK
Corporate Banking staff
members participated in
the program which was
designed to advance their
banking skills by covering
three streams: relationship
management analysis, relationship management structur-
ing, and relationship management issues. Each stream
involved 45 hours of learning, in addition to coaching,
access to virtual platforms, group reviews, as well as pre
and post-session projects and assignments. 

The trainers from Euromoney are banking profes-
sionals with experience ranging between 26 to 30 years
in the field. They provided participants with a customized
structured program with tailored material that promotes
an intellectually stimulating and challenging learning
environment. Euromoney closely worked with ABK’s top
management and Human Resources Division to ensure
alignment of technical and behavioral training content
with ABK’s business strategy and plan. Furthermore, the
program focused on addressing current industry chal-
lenges and creating solutions for a win-win approach to
enhancing participants’ innovative thinking skills. 

Afrah Al-Arbash, Acting General Manager of Human
Resources at ABK said, “Our employees are our greatest
asset and they drive our success. We strongly believe in
fostering a learning culture and we continuously invest in
training and developing our workforce.  In addition to
ensuring our staff are highly trained to meet our cus-
tomer’s needs, we also believe this training to be essential
to fuel the Kuwaiti banking sector and to support
Kuwait’s ‘Vision 2035.”

Mike Gale, Soft Skills Trainer at Euromoney said:
“ABK’s commitment to the development of its people was
strongly evidenced throughout the recent RM program.
Abdulla Behbehani, Senior Manager - Learning and
Development, and Jamil Girgis, Assistant General
Manager of Human Resources,  worked closely with us
on designing the program and together we further tai-
lored it to the participants’ emerging needs.”

Adiran Grant, Technical Skills Trainer at Euromoney
said: “The participation of top management, in the
credit committee-style presentations that concluded
each stage of the program, was extremely useful in rein-
forcing their commitment to the process in addition to
giving the teams feedback and guidance. I would like to
thank ABK management and staff for their commitment
and engagement throughout, which made for a great
learning journey.”

First 30 ‘made in Germany’ Teslas roll out of plant

Musk dances with joy as he opens
electric car ‘gigafactory’ near Berlin

GRUNHEIDE, Germany: Tesla CEO Elon Musk (third right) rolls out an electric vehicle of the model Y as
he attends the start of the production at Tesla’s “Gigafactory” on March 22. —AFP

GRUNHEIDE, Germany: Visitors take pictures of Tesla CEO Elon Musk (left), German Chancellor Olaf
Scholz (second right) and Brandenburg State Premier Dietmar Woidke (second left) as they attend the
start of the production at Tesla’s “Gigafactory”. —AFP

Al-Muzaini Exchange 
introduces Visa 
Direct service
KUWAIT: Al-Muzaini Exchange Co has
announced the launch of Visa Direct, a new remit-
tance service, which is a cross border fund transfer
service that allows fund transfers to overseas Visa
debit, credit or prepaid cards via Al-Muzaini’s 120
branches. The launch event was attended by Hugh
Fernandes, General Manager - Al-Muzaini
Exchange Co and Uttam Nayak, Visa’s Senior Vice
President for Visa Direct for CEMEA region. 

The first-of-its-kind remittance service in
Kuwait will allow Al-Muzaini customers to transfer
funds to overseas Visa cards in near real-time.

This Visa Direct service leverages Kuwait’s most
popular brand - Al-Muzaini Exchange Co, as well
as Visa’s extensive global reach to offer a seamless
and secure option to move money globally.

Al-Muzaini customers will be able to send funds

to Visa cards in 125 countries such as UAE, Qatar,
Saudi Arabia, Oman, Jordan, Turkey, Lebanon,
Europe, UK, Canada, Australia, New Zealand,
China, many countries in Africa and South America.
Additional countries will be added to this service
periodically. Hugh Fernandes, GM, Al-Muzaini
Exchange Co, said: “We are pleased to be partner-
ing with one of the world’s largest electronic pay-
ment networks to launch Visa Direct services. Visa
Direct service is a great addition to Al-Muzaini’s
remittance proposition where a customer will be
able to send money almost instantly to fast funds
enabled cards. The service will be available at all
our 120 locations spread across Kuwait and will
soon be available 24x7 on Al-Muzaini Mobile App.
We are absolutely elated to be the first in Kuwait to
launch Visa Direct Service.” 

Ankush Devadason, Visa’s Country Manager for
Kuwait, said: “We are delighted to see Al-Muzaini
Exchange Co be the first exchange house in
Kuwait to launch Visa Direct. Our partnership
strives to bring digital-first solutions that meet
Kuwaiti consumers’ increasing expectations for
seamless and secure payment and remittance
experiences. With Visa Direct, Al-Muzaini

Exchange’s customers will have access to our bil-
lions of Visa cardholders worldwide and the back-
ing of our trusted global network for fast, easy and
secure transfers.”

Al-Muzaini is committed to implementing new
and innovative remittance solutions for a fast, safe,
and secure experience, new corridors will be
added to the Visa Direct service periodically. 

Huawei launches
nova 9 SE 
in Kuwait
KUWAIT: Huawei Consumer Business
Group (BG) announced the launch of the
Huawei nova 9 SE, a new mid-range addi-
tion to the dynamic chic and trendy
Huawei nova 9 product family tailored for
the younger generation. The device is
defined by innovative features and fashion
forward design elements that will spark
new inspirations thanks to its powerful
camera system and integrated videogra-
phy features.

The Huawei nova 9 family is tailored
for young consumers, offering quality,
well-designed mid-range smartphones
that are equipped with flagship features.
The Huawei nova 9 had caused a frenzy
amongst users and was an instant hit that
captured the hearts of consumers. It
debuted with an all-new colorway which
Huawei named - Color No. 9. It also
boasted an incredible 50MP Ultra Vision
Camera with innovative vlogging fea-
tures in addition to many cool and pecu-
liar features which made it stand out
from the crowd. 

This new member of the nova 9 family,
Huawei nova 9 SE packs a powerful
108MP High-Res Camera system that
delivers exquisite picture quality in the
high-pixel mode. Whether you are shoot-
ing scenery, portraits, architecture, or
more, be it day or night, the Huawei nova 9
SE captures what you see before your
eyes in detail. It also supports blazing fast
charging speeds with 66W Huawei

SuperCharge ensuring a fluid experience.
Moreover, new EMUI 12 optimisations
provide smooth performance and synergy
between the smartphone and other
Huawei products.

The Huawei nova 9 SE will be available
in three shimmering colourways - Crystal
Blue, Pearl White, and Midnight Black in
Kuwait on March 28, 2022 with pre-
orders starting on March 21-03-2022 with
the price of KD 84.9 from Huawei’s online
platforms as well as certified
retailers[MIAO1]. Customers who pre-
order Huawei nova 9 SE will get FREE
GIFTS worth KWD 39! The gifts include:
Huawei FreeLace, Gift Box, Petal One
(FREE VIP Subscription), and 1-year war-
ranty (Multi-Country support).

Customers who purchase Huawei nova
9 SE in retails will get FREE GIFTS worth
KD 34.1! The gifts include: Huawei
FreeLace, Petal One (FREE VIP
Subscription), and 1 year warranty (multi-
country support).

HUAWEI nova 9 SE
“With the launch of Huawei nova 9 SE,

Huawei is delivering Kuwait an excellent
social photography experience to young
users,” says Jason Jiang, General Manager
of Consumer Business Group in Kuwait,
“The nova 9 family is designed to connect
Huawei with a younger generation of con-
sumers, and we are glad today to expand
our smartphone product portfolio further
with the launch of the Huawei nova 9 SE.
Through powerful hardware updates and
operating system integration, the Huawei
nova 9 SE boasts a staggering 108MP AI
Quad Camera system as well as exciting
array of vlogging features, offering more
ways for users to create engaging videos
and ultimately spark new inspirations.”   

Capture your story with AI Quad Camera
Huawei nova 9 SE features the

108MP AI Quad Camera system which
comprises a 108MP main camera, an
8MP ultra-wide-angle lens, a 2MP
Bokeh lens, and a 2MP macro lens. With
more pixels, the 108MP ultra-high-defi-
nition main camera (f/1.9 aperture) helps
users better retain detail and produce
exciting, high-definition photos, it also
delivers extremely clear shots in High-
Res mode; creating images that are loss-
less even when they are zoomed in three
times. The main camera has a large
1/1.52-inch sensor, to provide excellent
resolution and light sensitivity. Ensuring
the utmost clarity on all images, while
enabling outstanding low light perform-
ance.

The Huawei nova 9 SE also features a
front wide-angle camera (equivalent to
2.0um, f/2.2 aperture) with AI Beauty to
make you look good in your shots. It also
supports auto switch to wide-angle
mode when turning the phone sideways
from upright, making group selfies easier. 

Power at your fingertips
With the Huawei nova 9 SE charging

time is kept to a minimum, with the sup-
port of 66W Huawei SuperCharge,
which takes only 15 minutes to charge
the phone up by 60 percent, or 36 min-
utes to fully charge it. Vouched for by
the TUV Rheinland Safe Fast Charge
Certification, Huawei nova 9 SE brings
users a fast and safe charging experi-
ence. The Huawei nova 9 SE is comple-
mented by an equally powerful cooling
system - a graphene heat dissipation
system. This means the device can run at
full throttle while remaining cool to the
touch - even when streaming videos.

A thoroughly breath-taking design 
The Huawei nova 9 SE has a stunning

6.78-inch Huawei FullView Display that sup-
ports the P3 color gamut, ensuring spectac-
ular viewing experiences with smooth visu-
als, vivid colors and incredible details.
Designed with respect to the same aesthetic
standards set by its predecessor, the Huawei
nova 9 SE features ultra-thin bezels measur-
ing just 1.05mm thin each and ultra-thin
body measuring only 7.94mm thin. There is a
new Crystal Blue colorway available, crafted
from 3D glass for a glossy effect and crys-
tal-clear texture using the dual-film dual-
plating nano texture technology. What’s
more, the nova Star Orbit Ring’s camera
module offers a star-like glare refraction that
accentuates the device’s refined style.
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